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The here and now 
 
The conversation began with focus on the parameters that we are currently all operating 
under. There is an evident disparity between building-based organisations and those without 
the same financial pressures who are now, in the absence of putting on productions, looking 
for opportunities to use their capital in other ways, particularly  to support freelancers. Other 
activity that has still be possible includes readings, testing material, disseminating scripts, 
commissioned writing and collaborative, outdoor or digital projects like Signal Fires. Many of 
these offer opportunities to repurpose freelancers’ skills – for example giving stage designers 
graphic design work. However this is not the same as putting on productions and the 
repurposed funds will not last beyond six months to a year. We desperately need to find ways 
of balancing support for freelancers and survival as organisations in the long-term. An active 
invitation was offered for freelancers and organisations to work on this together. 
 
On the political side of things, recent pushes for big systemic changes such as Universal Basic 
Income have to be tempered with the reality of  the current political situation and 
conservative ideology. Instead, we need to focus on what we can do within the parameters 
of what we have now. Whilst it has generally be perceived that the Cultural Recovery Fund is 
just for brick and mortar institutions, many have been looking for routes to redistribute funds, 
and all creative organisations are moving in the direction of creative projects, which 
necessarily involve freelancers. Several organisations are running weekly conversation with 
freelancers about the money that the CRF might free up, which could be used to run 
workshops and find ways to engage freelancers. Alongside this, there is an awareness that 
this can be quite an isolating time for freelancers and that we need methods to tackle this in 
a connected way, and a way that reaches freelancers outside of established networks. 
 
Similarly, it is possible that we have been focussed on the big picture, and blindsided by the 
government support, and that not everybody knows about smaller projects such as Signal Fire 
– and if you don’t know about something you can’t access it. To this end, a proposal was made 
for local collectives of groups and individuals to collaborate on support, campaigns and 
projects, which would then organically have a knock on effect at a regional level and, 
subsequently, a national level. 
 



A question was raised about equity in the industry and how we can share power, resources, 
spaces. This doesn’t necessarily require money – for example mentoring schemes. As well as 
being relatively cheap, this can benefit organisations as well as freelancers through forming 
new relationships, especially when the usual networking environments do not currently exist. 
Polling of freelancers suggests that they are in favour of commissions, bursaries and 
mentorships. If people can't get back to work then we need to find other ways of getting 
money to them, which might require a reimagining of the freelance relationship with 
organisations. 
 
As an industry, we are always in a rush to get things done quickly. In some ways, we should 
use this opportunity to slow down and reconsider the ways in which we make work and the 
impacts it has on things like access. This moment will require change, which we are generally 
resistant to, over a longer term than we currently want to think about. For one thing, it is 
going to be harder to get people to pay for a ticket with social distancing or for a remote 
production, which necessitates ways of engaging audiences as participants in a genuine sense.  
 
Addressing the Us and Them 
 
Part of the conversation focussed on the us and them perception of freelancers and 
organisations. On the subject of equitability, a point was made about how the structure of 
the industry reinforces a power dynamic which puts the pressure of creating work and 
supporting freelancers on organisations. Instead, it was suggested that we could shift the 
responsibilities so that freelancers are making the work and buildings are providing the 
facilitation. 
 
This co-dependence comes with a duty of care, which has to be considered within the existing 
power imbalance. This relationship is also more nuanced than just freelancers and 
organisations. Amongst other things it also needs to take into account organisations’ 
relationship with the communities they serve, which in turn encompasses an imbalance of 
arts engagement amongst the population across geographical, social and cultural lines. 
 
It should also not be forgotten that many individuals in positions of running organisations are 
artists themselves, and as such they sit within the creation of work and within their own 
network of collaborators. This comes with its own complications in terms of developing and 
celebrating artistic relationships whilst also maintaining open door employment 
opportunities. In some cases, for example amongst disabled artists,  the recognition of 
individuals forming relationships and groups (described as a ‘tribe’) around their shared 
experience is very powerful.  
 
All of these dynamics raise questions about equity of opportunity, how we build relationships 
and when it is beneficial to sustain them. A key facet of this are the networking environments, 
which do not feel accessible in their current state. It was suggested that these could be broken 
down by freelancers and organisations building on this transparency and sense of community. 
 
The perceived divide between organisations and freelancers is perhaps exacerbated by the 
existing funding structure, which works on a competitive trickle down model of organisations 
being funded and in turn employing freelancers.  This is a model which reinforces a sense of 



competition and hierarchy, which obscures the nuance of individuals’ roles and also makes it 
very hard for the power dynamics to shift in the other direction. 
 
Sharing money 
 
It was observed that freelancers are being paid for contributing to events in a way that might 
not have happened previously, perhaps in acknowledgement of the current situation. 
Similarly some freelancers have experienced being paid for advance prep work, under the 
umbrella of activity required to meet Covid risk assessments. It was noted that the Freelance 
Taskforce in part came out of a recognition that individuals from organisations were being 
paid to contribute to discussions about the industry, by virtue of their salary, and freelancers 
were not.  
 
The co-dependent relationship between organisations and freelancers mean that 
organisations must invest in artists even if it means being smaller and leaner. Some 
organisations have been able to give retainers to freelancers and find work they can do 
together, even if it is not in the same room, in order to make work and invest in people for 
the future. 
  
Many organisations are now working with smaller budgets and smaller staff teams, alongside 
drops in philanthropic support, and trying to work how best to invest the money – whether 
this should be small amounts among the greatest number of people or larger support for a 
smaller group. they have and invest a little in a lot of people or a big amount in fewer people. 
For freelancers, being engaged to work, even just for two weeks here or there, makes a big 
difference not just in terms of money but also validation and maintaining belief in the ability 
to get through this period.  
 
Many freelancers, especially in backstage roles, can’t make work on their own and won’t be 
employed without the trickle down effect of work being stages. We therefore need to find 
ways of opening up funding and working with communities in ways that aren’t tied to theatre 
buildings, perhaps touring locally. This redistribution requires a need to look at funding 
models, which are currently competitive, and find ways to work collectively, utilising all of our 
skills and create work locally.  
 
A proposal was also suggested for arts bodies to take the pressure off organisations by 
supporting a group of creatives with subsidy in the same way they do NPOs, which would 
allow them to pursue creative engagement. 
 
It was highlighted that the vast proportion of theatre income is commercial, with some 
theatres reliant on ticket income for over 90% of their finances. This is in turn, therefore, 
dependent on the theatre’s perceived value to audiences and a continuing engagement with 
ways of creating this value. Along these lines of funding there are wide discrepancies between 
organisations, and their economic realities, even those present in this conversation. 
 
At the same time, art and culture does not follow a model of supply and demand. Making a 
wide range of work is not supported by a capitalist system and requires more investment. We 
must therefore find routes around this structure to advocate for a more holistic, whole-



society approach to the arts and culture – for example the “city/borough of culture” models. 
In a similar vein, none of this can exist distinct from politics and we should find ways of 
enabling organisations to be more vocally political. 
 
As subsidised money is only likely to become harder to get, we should perhaps look at 
commercial models of sponsorship by companies, which often lose this money in tax 
otherwise . This would be backed up by  demonstrating the community and employment 
benefits of creating the work, which the company would be supported. 
 
Both individuals and organisations can apply for ACE Project Grants and there was therefore 
a suggestion that freelancers approach organisations for in kind support or collaborations. 
Along the same lines, applying for funding as individuals or for single projects is going to be 
harder. We should therefore also be looking for opportunities for larger, group proposals for 
projects like, for example, making use of empty spaces, which could potentially have 
communal and employment benefits. To this end, people with positions of status are able to 
ask more strongly for resources such as empty spaces.  
 
This suggestion led to a proposed idea of asking businesses if we can use large spaces unused 
spaces such as foyers as rehearsal or performance spaces, which would also have the benefit 
of integrating art into people’s lives. In turn, this could disrupt current structures by simply 
making art present and making people understand where it sits in their lives. As examples, 
the  Federal Arts Project – an American initiative in the 1930s to engage artists to bring visual 
art to urban centres during the depression – and Theatre Delicatessen taking over the former 
Woolworths in Sheffield were cited. 
 
All of these partnership ideas (freelancers, organisations, businesses, communities) have 
potential benefits. If, for example, a freelancer has permission to use an organisation’s name, 
then they have the time that organisations don’t to pursue projects that this status would 
open up. Similarly there are opportunities for skills and resources sharing in areas such as 
digital and filmmaking. 
 
Final Thoughts 
 
In summary, the panellists variously expressed: a desire for collaboration and equity; a fear 
of the long-term journey; the need to shift the focus to a local level; an interest in the idea of 
commissions, bursaries and mentorships; the necessity of creativity in finding solutions; the 
joy of having met new people; being fed up with the expectation to be grateful and obedient; 
feeling empowered by the search for something new rather than mourning the traditional; 
an excitement at the idea of new space to create work; a motivation to lead conversations 
rather than wait for them; and permission to be more political. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Art_Project

